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first time, I felt like I could be
myself, I joked around with
everyone, laughed and smiled a
lot. I was happy and practiced
the principles the program has
to offer. And most importantly, I
got to hug the newcomer
coming in to their convention
and
welcomed them.
There was a lady, with 3 days
clean,
nervous and scared,
and just hugging her and letting
her know she was home, and to
continue
seeing
her
all
weekend, that is the best
feeling ever!

Trivia Answers

4. The expression of the
individual conscience to
the group.
3. Chatsworth, Calf
1. Further our primary
purpose.
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2. That we want to be informed of decisions our
trusted servants are
considering as they go
about the tasks we’ve
assigned them.

EANA Free-Way next issue April 2019
Send NA-related articles, poems, cartoons, announcements,
etc.
to amcgamcg@yahoo.com, or snail mail
to EANA, Attn: Newsletter,
2186 Jackson Keller | PMB No. 335 | San Antonio, TX 78213.
Thank you! Alice D., Newsletter Chair
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My name is ____ and I am an addict.
I am 58 years old, 8 years clean in NA
and this is my first time in recovery. I
thought I was okay despite a lifetime of
using drugs, inner desperation and outer
chaos. I did not think I was an addict
because I had not lost my job, home, or
my children. I had not yet learned that
every hit, drink or whatever I took lead
me further away from who I really was. I
had had two (2) thirteen year marriages
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and 2 children that I helped raise from
birth in active addiction to ages 9 and
11. My life was use, work, use, live, use,
travel, use, raise kids, use do bad stuff,
until I could not any more. Energy,
feeling love and motivation were gone.
Life was purely mechanical. I could not
live anymore in the masks I wore to get
through the day.
When I was ready, a series of events
and people led me to the loving arms of
Narcotics Anonymous and helped me
get clean. As I stayed, the members
lifted me up saying: “it is good to see
(cont. page 2 Recovery, Family & ...)
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Recovery is like a flower

you grow ____.” NA became become
my spiritual path to living better. I went
to meetings and began daily work on
myself through the steps of NA with
my sponsor. I started to heal. The steps
helped me change the way I look at
things. Drugs were no longer an
obsession. The light I saw ahead, not
the years of darkness behind, started to
guide me. I found that the more I
looked at myself, the less things around
bothered me. Working with my
sponsor, he would say that I was making spiritual deposits for future withdrawal when needed. The hard work
paid off in serenity.

always what I want to do, but what I am
capable of, with help. Everything does
not get done, but the 3rd step helped me
decide to let some things go and it
revolutionized my life. For example,
when the children came to live with me,
evening meetings were gone. Then, after
5 years of making my home group every
week, my mandatory parent activities at
school blocked that. I miss some of those
school things, too. I make NA meetings
still almost every day, but I go when I
can, where I can and supplement with
NA telephone meetings. I sponsor men,
do
H&I at least once a week and work
in the same profession I always have,
now 8 years doing it clean!

growing

Working step six with 2 years clean, at a
period when my time with my children
was dwindling due to conflicts and NA
priorities, I received a 5 am. phone call
from the police to come pick up my 11
year old daughter and 13 year old son.
Their mom's mental illness had taken
over. She had always 24/7 365 hands
on, but put them in serious danger.
They've not spent a night with her
since. With assistance of my significant
other and others in the program of NA
that had done it before, I started raising
the children as a single parent, without

as we nurture it
A seed in a dark
surrounding
until full grown
As long as we take care
and never forget how
fragile it was,
it will blossom and be
strong.

Elena Y.
soon found out, that this was where I
belonged. I am one of you ! I am an
addict. Thank you to EACNA IV’s
Registration Chair who fanned the flame
of desire along with our predecessors.

I'm happy today seeing others find what I
found through recovery, a life worth
living. I am grateful for those that showed
me the way to a life I never considered
possible. I make sure to tell new members
like they told me, “It's good to see you
grow.” I now nurture my spirit by
helping others.

Here now is EACNA V. What an amazing
experience. I got to meet addicts from
around the U.S. and London! I became
Registration chair in October but during
those months I was talking to addicts from
all over Texas and the U.S. and to finally
put a face to the phone calls and texts, it
was an amazing feeling. I received gifts of
things I LOVE TO EAT AND DRINK, from
addicts I had not even met yet. For the

As I review this with my s/o, she gives
me those eyes as if to say: “It's not really
that balanced, ____.” But she just says
nothing and smiles.

(cont. page 12 Leonora)
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ASK ANNA KNIMITY
Do you have a burning desire but don’t have the nerve to share it in a
meeting? Or with your sponsor? Then ask “Anna Knimity”! Email your
NA-related inquiries to her at AskAnnaKnimity@yahoo.com and
“she” will answer in the next issue of the EANA Free-Way.
Dear Anna, I am not a holy roller! This talk of God—Higher Power makes me
uncomfortable. What can I do? Uncomfortable in NA Dear Uncomfortable...Props for suitin’
up and showin’ up to a meeting! Next time, listen very closely to WHAT IS THE NA PROGRAM
which reads, in part, “Anyone may join us, regardless of age, race, sexual identity, creed,
religion, or lack of religion,” And work Step 2 (which comes after Step 1) where you simply
come to believe in a power greater than your disease that can restore you to sanity!
Dear Anna, I wish I never took that 1st drug! Will I ever get cured? Will I always have to go to
these classes? Please help me! Disgusted in Self... Dear DIS...My mama always told me to spit in
one hand and wish in the other and see which one fills up first. And the only things that get
cured are hams! The only promise in NA is that any addict will lose the desire to use and find a
new way to live. So go to 90 meetings in 90 days, get a sponsor, work the steps, and keep
coming back!
My name is Leonora, and I am an addict.
Where do I begin and how can I make this
short? I have been around for all five EACNA
conventions. I’ll start off with EACNA I, I
didn’t think I was like you , so I did not
participate. EACNA II, I had just got out and
didn’t know if I wanted to be around, you.
EACNA III, my first real convention
experience. I had just come back from a
relapse, and I knew I was one of you . I was
welcomed and felt a part of by a trusted
servant in the convention committee. That
was my first time being of service - giving
back. I didn’t understand that part, but it
got me out of self, and I watched how
everyone was excited and saw all the love

and unity happening around me. I felt a part
of registration and watched the registration
chair and said, this is what I want. So, I
started getting involved and being of service,
any where I could. Then came EACNA IV and
I was not looking for a position, I just needed
to stay connected and stay involved because
it was during a bad time in my life and I was
hanging on for dear life. I attended the
subcommittee meeting and I was nominated
to be the registration secretary. I accepted,
and I was elected. I enjoyed the convention
and was not able to really enjoy the
convention because I was not being myself. I
(cont. Page 11 Leonora)
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RECOVERY, FAMILY & BALANCE CON’T
the use of drugs. This was hard and
different. Parenting, as everything else in
my life, had always been done loaded or
waiting to get there. I had a lot of information due to my profession and experience, but how could I help my daughter
when she just cried for her mom and we
didn't know where she was? “Pray for her
with them,” a member said. What a tool!
“All they need from you is love.”
Everything else will fall into place. NA
came through and I really started to
connect with a new spiritual way of life,
looking for guidance through others, my
higher power and even connecting in my
profession with clean colleagues who
could be my role models. At this point,
my s/o's 8 year old, came to also live with
us full time due to his dad's death behind
the disease of addiction. Then, my mom
died. Then my niece, spark of the family,
died in a car wreck, leaving 3 young
children. Recently, I lost most of the sight
in one eye and the other eye is having
limited vision. I just do not use, no matter
what. That's alcohol and
marijuana, too
(IP 16). Whether it is
troubles guiding
children traumatized by my active addiction and mom now out of their lives, or
learning to get things done (or let them
go) with work, two busy teens, band dad,

etc. I do not use.
Today, my s/o and
I have a 15 month old baby girl that gets
all of me. Starting again. She doesn't get
those eyes, that anxiety and arbitrary
moods that drugs brought to my other
children. Now my son is away at
college, his sister to follow this year.
So, balance? It's my recovery first, every
day, then everything else. My recovery
provides guidance. Keeping priorities
in order, keeping my children safe,
everything else falls into place. It starts
early morning when I roll over and
read a daily meditation, text a prayer to
my sister and then go for a walk around
the lake. Then a little step work and the
rest of the day falls into place. Not
(cont page 11 Recovery, Family & Balance)

1.
2.
3.
4.

NA funds should always be used to?
Accountability means?
Where is NA World Service located?
What is the foundation of group
conscience?

(answers on page 12)
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A Personal Recovery Dictionary
I have written my personal definitions of
some words that I, as an atheist, found
particularly disturbing and ambiguous in
early recovery. After eight years, I have
some to understand these words in a
unique way. When I hear the words used
at meetings now, I do an internal translation.

enable them to accept reality, a word
that helps them live with faith. Phrases
like “Let go and let God,” and the first
part of the Serenity Prayer, illustrate this
concept.
Some people imagine a supernatural and
conscious being who manages the reality
beyond their control. I do not believe
there is any conscious being in control of
reality.
Therefore, to have the
experience of faith, I need the help of
nontheistic ideas.

Faith

The common denominator
behind all religious experience. I am
not referring to a belief in
something despite a lack of
evidence. That is one definition of
faith, but not the only one necessary
for recovery in NA.

Being
Also known as Nature, Reality,
or the Universe. This is not
separate from us. It is neither
loving nor caring. It just is,
and we are “being” human.
Being gives birth to all natural processes,
of which I am but a small fraction. I seek
to bring my awareness to being here an
now.

I mean the inner experience of faith that
all the great spiritual masters have
known. Faith is total openness to reality,
an acceptance of the universe as it is, no
as I would have it. It is a peaceful
experiencing of being.
Faith is complemented by those parts of
my life where I do have power and need
to exercise it; namely, my actions.
Everything else is essentially beyond my
control.

This refers to the
me that is below
my neck. I live much of my life from the
neck up-in ego, obsession, and projection. To relax and focus my awareness on
my inner experience from the neck down
is soothing and gets me into the moment.

God

(cont. page 9 A personal Recovery Diction…)

My feeling self

A metaphor people use to
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HELP WANTED
TDCJ Volunteer training 4/13/2019 @8:00am
1602 Thousand Oaks Dr 78232, Contact H&I
Chair, James B., for questions 210-596-4340
EACNA VI—Convention Committee meeting is
last Monday of the month @7:00 @1602
Goliad. ...Contact Krys R. 210-668-4759 or
Raymond 210-386-8623 for more info
Together We Can -New Location 14700 San
Pedro Room 201 Friday’s @8:15-9:30pm
Newsletter—Looking for hard working
individual who likes to have fun, who follows
through & is ok asking for help! If so this
position is for you… Newsletter Chair ...available
starting in January…..Contact Alice for more
information 210-861-6822 or show up to Area

UPCOMING EVENTS
Meeting @the Tracks speaker Jorge V., Wed
Feb 20th @6:30 1 Haven for Hope Way
Great Beginnings speaker Susan K, Thurs Feb 21
@7:30pm 1336 San Fernando
Tejas Bluebonnet Regional Convention-19
Fri-Sat-Sun Feb 22-23-24
"Recovery is a Process of Discovery"
Omni Corpus Christi Hotel 900 Shoreline Blvd
Corpus Christi, TX Registration info: tbrcna.org
FORCE speaker Veronica F Sat Feb 23 @8pm
8900 Starcrest
Steps on Sunday speaker - Step 11 Sun Feb 24
@7pm 10929 Nacogdoches #12
Lifeguard speaker/cake night John C., Mon Feb
25 @8pm 6800 Wurzbach
Texas State Convention Event Support Function
Hosted by Road to Recovery Sat Mar 2 @4pm9pm 1602 Goliad Rd See flyer for more info

Subcommittee Sunday (Times subject
to change) Sun Mar 3 @12pm - 4pm
@12pm - Policy: Herb M
@12pm - Phone Line: Leonora G
@12:30pm - Frolic: Victoria C
@1pm - H&I Orientation: Jose W
@1:30pm - H&I: James B
@1:30pm –Newsletter: Alice D,
@2pm - Public Information: Roger S Sr
@3pm - Activities: Johnny C
10929 Nacogdoches #12
Steps on Sunday 1 Year Anniversary Speaker:
Jeanette L. - Step 12 Sun Mar 3 @7pm - 9pm
10929 Nacogdoches #12 Free Food!
TRBNA Regional Assembly Sat Mar 9 @9am3pm906 George Bush Drive
College Station, TX
Steps on Sunday speaker - Step 1 Sun Mar 10
@7pm 10929 Nacogdoches #12
Outreach to Recovery 101 Wed Mar 13
Brackettville, TX Contact Jose W for departure
time 210-857-2348
Outreach to New Way to Live Thurs Mar 14
Floresville, TX Contact Jose W for departure time
210-857-2348
Central Texas Area Annual Camp Out Fri-Sat-Sun
Mar 22-23-24 Buesher State Park
Smithville, TX.
Recovery North speaker Sun Mar 24 @7pm
MWBR
Lifeguard speaker/cake night Janesta L Mon Mar
25 @8pm 6800 Wurzbach
New Possibilities Speaker Jam Sat Mar 30 @
MWBR 5909 Walzem ~ MWBR
Activities "Taste of NA" Event Sat Apr 27 @ MWBR
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cont. pg 5… A personal recovery dictionary)

change those beliefs will hurt more than
it helps. Encouraging newer members
to find beliefs that feel right to them
will demonstrate that we live up to our
claim to be a “spiritual, not religious”
program.
Let’s be tolerant of all
avenues of faith. We can get beyond
the self-centeredness of statements

like “my way is the only way,” and move
toward encouragement like, “if it works for
you, then it is right for you.”
I have personally done a lot of work on this,
being an atheist in a fellowship made up
predominantly of theists. I hope this is
helpful to others who may be having the
same
problem.
Anonymous, NA Way February 1995

BEHIND THE SCENES: WHY WE CHOOSE TO SERVE
Ashley T., In Loving Service
With 12 years clean Esteban has served the Esperanza Area to the fullest. When asked how
long he has served as our Areas Secretary he was in shock to say 6 years! He served from 2014
to 2016 then was re-elected in 2017 to the present. Esteban says his favorite thing about
service work is being our Secretary. If that’s not dedication, I don’t know what is.

When I asked him what the most impactful position he has held his answer blew me away, it
wasn’t just one. Esteban responded with “I always asked my sponsor for some direction
whenever I wanted to explore and serve, starting at the group level as GSR, secretary and
treasurer. Serving our Fellowship continued at the area level as H&I panel member, panel
leader, H&I secretary, Vice-Chair and Chair.” He continued to serve at the regional level as H&I
secretary, co-facilitator, facilitator and Regional Convention 15 co-facilitator as well as the
entertainment facilitator at this convention. Esteban says “These service positions have made
me feel that service in Narcotics Anonymous benefits me more than any of the people I try to
serve and help.”
Service work works both ways; serving others and the joys & gifts it brings to the ‘service
worker’.
What Esteban wants to tell others that want to be of service is that our Basic Text states that
"the ultimate weapon for recovery is the recovering addict" which reminds him of a statement
his sponsor tells me when he becomes self-centered and self-obsessed - when all else seems
to be failing, work with a newcomer. “ I have found that when I humble myself to work and
live the spiritual program of giving, with no other motive but to help another addict, I open
myself to the profound gifts that NA has for the taking.”
8

(cont. from pg. 4 A personal recovery dictionary)

prayer and meditation, certain choices
feel right for me. I intuitively know what
is heathy for any particular situation.
When it does not come easily, I either
give the decision some time or just act
and have faith.

An ever-elusive concept. “Let
go and let time” is a good
slogan. Just leaving things I can’t change
up to the dynamic processes of time is
helpful.

Time

When I meditate independently of
prayer, it is to develop faith. I sit quietly
and open my senses to reality, without
fighting any of the thoughts, feelings,
sounds ,or sensations that arise. I let
them happen. As the Basic Text says, I
allow them to “arise and die a natural
death.” I become totally centered in the
here and now, not desiring anything
more. This experience carries over into
my everyday life.

The course of action that
sustains / promotes my
recovery. (Could God not want that?)
What is healthy is determined in the
moment, using “prayer” and “meditation”
- words I’ve defined below—listening at
meetings, and reading any available
information about recovery.

God’s will

Any honest attempt to
determine God’s will; that is,
what is healthy. It can take the form of
writing, talking, or thinking quietly to
myself. It is a verbalization of “where I’m
at” to clarify what options for action are
available to me.

Prayer

Spiritual

An adjective used to
describe a way of life that is marked by
faith and carrying out God’s will.
Some people use it as a noun to refer to
some dimension of reality that is
somehow different or separate from the
natural dimension. I do not accept this
distinction.

When
used
in
combination
with
prayer, meditation is an honest listening
to my “below the neck” self for signals in
the form of feelings about what the
healthiest course of action is. Remember,
morals come from within.
When
considering behavior options during

Meditation

To more experience members: If a
newcomer has beliefs about spirituality
different than yours, attempting to
(cont. page 9 A Personal Recovery Dictionary)
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LET’S CELEBRATE

LET’S CELEBRATE

MIKE D 3/22/87

MIKE H. 2/7/13

Roland C. 2/6/04

MELANIE F. 2/14/15
SHANNON M. 2/1/16
Heidi B. 02/8
LISA H. 3/14/11

LISA H. 3/14/11
Tracey C. 2/7/15

JOHNNY H. 3/17/11

Mike H. Feb 7

WILL G. 3/14/10
Jeanette C Feb 8

Samantha K. Feb 7
JOE F. 3/23/14

MILLIE W. 3/13/17

RITA G. 2/26/03

NOTE FROM EDITOR: If you want your clean day celebration featured in the newsletter.. Have your GSR send to Newsletter
Chair or text or email to 210-861-6822 with or w/o picture. (include Name and clean date)
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